2+1 APARTMENT IN DATCA, MUGLA, TURKEY NO. 9864
€ 2 143 / monthly

PARAMETERS

City: Datca
Type: Apartment
Rooms: 2+1
Living space: 75 m²
To city center: 10000 m

This delightful residential complex by the sea is buried in a beautiful forest. The complex is located on the very beach of the sea inside a pine forest, and has an extensive coastline, with many beaches for every taste. Here you will find sandy beaches, small pebbles, rocky and pier. This large residential complex includes absolutely everything that is necessary for a comfortable and carefree life and rest: Supermarkets Pharmacy First-aid post Daily food market Several restaurants and cafes Beaches and beach parks Children's playgrounds Sports courts Water sports Outdoor Fitness Park areas A large promenade 24 hour security, entry by invitation For rent in this complex are different types of real estate from 2-bedroom apartments to spacious villas right on the beach with their garden. The cost of renting apartments - from 2,000 euros per month. The cost of renting villas - from 4,000 euros per month. Rental rates vary from the type of real estate, its location in the complex and proximity to the beach, its immediate state, season, occupancy and other conditions. Please specify the price separately. Learn all about where this wonderful complex is located, equal to which there is not in the whole world! Datca - peninsula of the Aegean coast.
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